
 

ULTIMATE SOCIALIZATION CHECKLISTS AND LOG 
 

Socializing your new puppy is important and needs to happen as soon as you bring them home 
Socialization isn’t all about meeting people, though.  It’s about learning how to exist in the world in a way 
that is acceptable to society.  Proper socialization should include sights, sounds, textures, other animals, 

noises, and much more! 
 

 
 Puppy Comfort Code 

O Needs Work gets too excited, barks, struggles to get away, shows fear, hesitation 

S Satisfactory calm, neutral greeting with little or no vocalization 

G Very Comfortable eagerly meets, interacts, playful, seeks out food or attention 

 
 Movement Code 

H Holding Still  Puppy freezes, stares, or moves stiffly 

M Moving Normal  Wagging tail, moving softly, seems happy 

F Moving Fast  Tail wagging fast, whole body twists with the tail wag, shuffling feet, licking lips, squirms 

 
 

 
EXAMPLE SUN MON TUE WED THUR FRI SAT WEEKLY 

AVERAGES 

ELEPHANTS 3 - O  H  2 - O M 1 - G  M  4 - S  H   1 - S  F  3 - S  M 13 - S M 

 
INTERPRETATION:  

SUN - Met 3 Elephants, puppy was holding still (H) and hesitated (O).  More work is needed.  For the weekly 
average, puppy was calm (S) and seemed happy (M) 

 
In each blank list how many of each item the puppy saw for the day.  Include the Puppy Comfort Code 

(O, S, G), and the Movement Code (H, M, F).  
 

Do not count people/things the puppy has met previously, unless the reaction is different (at first puppy 
showed fear/anxiety when meeting a bearded man.  At the next visit, puppy was happy and friendly).  

 
At the end of the week, tally up the numbers in the Weekly Totals, and the average reaction the puppy 

displayed. 
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PUPPY’S NAME:________________________ BREED/MIX: ______________________ AGE: ___________________________ 

 

DATE:        WEEKLY  
AVERAGES 

PEOPLE         

Adult Men         

Adult Women         

Seniors         

Teen boys         

Teen girls         

Boys 6-12         

Girls 6-12         

Toddlers (1-5)         

Infant (1-11 months)         

BEHAVIORS         

Limping         

Behaving weirdly         

Excited         

Sad/Crying         

Angry/Yelling         

CLOTHING         

Uniform - firefighter etc.         

Skirts/kilts         

Noisy / flashy shoes         

Hats         

Sunglasses         

Umbrellas         
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High heels         

DOGS         

Big dogs         

Medium dogs         

Small dogs         

Solid-colored dogs         

Multi-colored dogs         

CATS         

Long-haired cats         

Short-haired cats         

Solid-colored cats         

Multi-colored cats         

White cats         

OTHER ANIMALS         

Chickens         

Cows         

Horses         

Fish         

Mice/Rats         
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